FP5000 Series Flat Panel
Supporting the trend for more efficient operation, an analog resistive multi touch panel and automatic brightness adjustment has been added to the FP5000 Series flat panel monitors, thus supporting convenient operation in industrial environments.

PE4000B Series Node Box
The highly compact PE4000B is the entry level product to Pro-face Industrial PC quality and performance.

PS5000 Series Industrial PC
The PS5000 Series is the newest line up in the Pro-face Industrial PC family, offering high connectivity, reliability, and design. Our built-to-order lineup allows you to choose the product that best suits your purposes, including new Node Box PCs with Intel Core i7, and Celeron CPUs which can be used in a modular & flexible Panel PC configuration with 15”, 19” or 22” displays.
Built to Order.
Built to Last.

**PS5000 Series**
- **Type**: 22", 19", 15", 12", 10", Node
- **CPU**: Core i7, Core i3, Atom E3827, Celeron 2980U
- **RAM**: 4 or 8GB (Celeron), or 8 to 16 GB (Core i7)
- **Supported OS**: Windows 7 Ultimate, WES2009 or WES7
- **Storage**: CF, HDD or SSD

**PE4000B Series**
- **Type**: Node Box
- **CPU**: Atom N2600, N270
- **RAM**: 2GB or 8GB
- **Supported OS**: WES2009 or WES7
- **Storage**: CF, HDD or SSD

**FP5000 Series**
- **Type**: 15" or 12"
- **Supported OS**: Windows XP, Windows 7, Windows 8.1, WES2009, or WES7
- **Video Input**: DVI-D

---

**Enterprise Network**

- **IPC with Win GP**
  - The system configuration which used to be built with PC, HMI and PLC can be built only with IPC and PLC.

- **Pro-SERVER EX**
  - Easily connect the production site to the office through a network with simple settings.

**Shop Floor Network**

- **Pro-face Remote HMI**
  - Confirm the cause of an alarm directly with your mobile device and see if the machine can be put back into operation without going on site.

---

**Pro-face**
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